Move forward with confidence – Bureau Veritas and
HOYER continue to strengthen their longstanding
cooperation
HAMBURG, July, 18th 2019 -- Representatives of both companies signed the contract on the
continuation and expansion of the inspection volume for depots and equipment at the industry’s
leading trade fair Transport Logistic on June, 5th 2019.
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Caption: Continuation of the longstanding, trusting cooperation of the HOYER Group and Bureau Veritas Industry Services
GmbH (left to right: HOYER Group: Leif Jacobsen, Team Leader Technical Customer Service, Hans Demarest, Director
Engineering, Marc Weidemann, Director Global Maintenance and Repair; Bureau Veritas: Andreas Klatt, Director Industry
Services, Daniel Jarzabkowski, Business Unit Manager OPEX Services, Joachim Buerhop, Key Account Manager)
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The HOYER Group, one of the global leaders in logistics for the transport and handling of liquid
goods, has been the trustworthy business partner of Bureau Veritas Industry Services GmbH
already since 1999. Entrusted with around 300 inspections of dangerous goods containers at the
beginning, the inspection volume now comprises more than 6,000 inspections in more than 30
countries worldwide. The spectrum ranges from periodic inspection of containers at defined
service stations up to the voluntary inspection of tank containers (e.g. on and off hire,
cleanliness).
For both HOYER and Bureau Veritas, efficient economic activities and sustainable, respectful
interactions with people and nature go hand in hand. Both companies place a high value on
safety and long-term customer relationships. Andreas Klatt, Director of Bureau Veritas Industry
Services GmbH: “We are very pleased at the trust HOYER has placed in us and the continuation
of our partnership-based collaboration.” “The extension of our contract signals a new level of
cooperation. Together with HOYER we will continue to develop our portfolio: thanks to our
international network, we will now also inspect the condition of tanks and containers for moving
dangerous goods e.g. in Africa”, says Joachim Buerhop, Key Account Manager, Bureau Veritas.
Uncomplicated and fast cross-border communication is essential and made possible by our digital
HERMES solution. Maintenance and repair work of all kinds of equipment is precisely recorded
and documented here. In the future, interfaces to customer-specific systems will optimise the
quality process to avoid disruptions to the supplier chain.
“HOYER is a specialist for sensitive and dangerous goods. We place the highest priority on safety
and quality. We are very satisfied with the consistently high service performance of Bureau
Veritas. Alongside periodic inspections, we consider the Bureau Veritas engineering team to be a
reliable partner for demanding innovative projects. The contract extension is therefore simply
consistent with this”, explains Marc Weidemann, Director Maintenance and Repair in the Netlog
Business Unit of the HOYER Group.
Discover Bureau Veritas Safety in the tank container industry

About Bureau Veritas
Bureau Veritas Industry Services GmbH with headquarters in Hamburg is a part of the Bureau
Veritas Group, which was founded in 1828. It is a worldwide leading company in the areas of
testing, inspection and certification (TIC) with more than 76,000 employees in 1,400 offices and
laboratories in 140 countries. As a reliable partner, Bureau Veritas offers innovative solutions that
go above and beyond the verification of compliance with regulations and standards, reduce risks,
improve performance and contribute to promoting sustainable development.
Bureau Veritas is listed on the Euronext Paris stock exchange and is included in the "Next 20
Index". Section A, code ISIN FR 0006174348, ticker symbol: BVI.
More information can be found at www.bureauveritas.de
About HOYER
As a traditional, independent family company since 1946, HOYER has been one of the world’s
leading bulk logistics providers, offering comprehensive expertise for complex services and
maintaining very close relationships with its customers. In European and worldwide bulk logistics,
comprehensive solutions are developed and implemented, especially for the chemical, food, gas
and petroleum industries. Approximately 6,200 employees in over 115 countries support its
customers in becoming even more successful in their respective markets with well thought-out
logistics solutions. HOYER operates more than 2,200 trucks, 2,300 road tankers, 47,400 IBCs,
40,300 tank containers and numerous logistics sites with depots, cleaning stations and
workshops.
More information can be found at www.hoyer-group.com
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